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Morcerf could not avoid ________________ a start.1. (give)

Or omit ________________ with her fan, and cooling her if she were hot,
when it might entitle him to the office of warming her when she should be
cold?

2.

(play)

He was utterly unmanned, or it might have gone hard with me yet; and I
considered him ________________, as, indeed, there was cause.
3.

(hesitate)

There was a contagion in the very air that blew from that haunted region; it
breathed forth an atmosphere of dreams and fancies ________________ all
the land.

4.

(infect)

The king howled and the prince kept on ________________.5. (creep)

He looked and shuddered, but there was no escape; so he shut his eyes to
avoid ________________.
6.

(see)

We deplore that democracy surrenders itself to politicians, but from its own
point of view, a point of view which it cannot avoid ________________ up, it
is absolutely right.

7.

(take)

The abscess under which I suffered almost two years is entirely healed of
itself, and I enjoy ________________ good health.
8.

(exceed)

The private secretary, to whose entrance they paid no regard, could not
avoid ________________ a part of their conversation.
9.

(overhear)

Davidge enjoyed ________________ to her, at least.10. (talk)

Also, if he put off ________________ for his wish too long it might go
bad.
11.

(ask)

At one time he contemplated ________________ the service of an
Oriental prince.
12.

(enter)
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I know that there were remarks made about Henderson that would have
pained Margaret if she had heard them, but I never heard that he lost
________________ in the street.

13.

(stand)

Let any one who knows the porcupine try to fancy it ________________ a
feat like this!
14.

(perform)

It was a charming August day, just the day that trout enjoy
________________ in cool, deep places, and moving their fins in quiet
content, indifferent to the skimming fly or to the proffered sport of rod and
reel.

15.

(lie)

It is a marvel to me how you can resist ________________ a regular
reviewer.
16.

(become)

They abjured the implicit reverence which the pride of Rome had exacted
from their ignorance, while they acquired the knowledge and possession of
those advantages by which alone she supported her ________________
greatness.

17.

(decline)

Do you mind ________________ the youngster for a time?18. (keep)

And in the evening, after prayers, he would practice ________________
to them, teaching himself the breviary of love.
19.

(speak)

It was then put where I usually place my unanswered letters; and I, from
time to time, put off ________________ the receipt of it, till I should be able to
furnish you American intelligence worth communicating.

20.

(acknowledge)
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